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June 2017
The first promotions achieving their training
in Dizangué, Kienké and Mokolo

EFA News

This year, three FFS are celebrating their first graduating class: Dizangué
(Littoral), Kienké (South) and Mokolo (Extreme North). These students followed
a professionnal training over the last three years in order to become local rural
producers. At the end of this course, 41 students defended their professionnial
project in June (« MPE », see zoom) on various farming and breeding activities :
chicken farming, pork breeding, vegetable crops, corn growing or oil palm tree
culture. They did so in front of a jury of agro-pastoral professionals and representatives of the Agricultural and Professional Training Ministries.
Among these students, about
50% wish to continue their training in a Training Institute for
Rural Entrepreneurship (IFER)
to improve their technical and
managerial skills, in order to further develop their activity, on
the basis of their MPE project. These candidates will therefore
sit the entry tests for the Koza (for Mokolo FFS students) and
Nkambe IFER (for Dizangué and Kienké FFS students) in July. The other students have planned to settle and develop
their activity initiated during their training at the FFS. Those
interested will receive closer follow-up and support.
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Interviews
Abogmis Jacquiline Liliane, third-year student at Dizangué FFS

Kodji Jean, second-year student at Mokolo
FFS

I chose the theme of chicken
farming for my third-year
project. I had the chance to
improve my skills for this
activity thanks to the experimental farm of the FFS and
during my internship in
Yaoundé. At the moment,
the FFS helps to provide me
with 21-days chicks ; my project is to develop my
farm to have the possibility to host 1-day chicks. In
the future, I would like to enlarge my poultry farm
from 10m² to 100m² to breed 100 chickens. In Dizangué, there many customers on the markets looking for chickens, and I can make a decent living
through this activity.

I come from Kossehone, a small
village in the district of Mokolo. I
started to apply in my father’s
field the good practices that I
learnt at the FFS such as compost
or organic amendments. Thanks
to these practices, we were able to
double our corn harvests last
year. I also recently started a
breeding cockerels to develop my activity and I make
my own manufactured animal food. This enables me
to save a lot money compared to the others breeders in
the village. Thanks to the practical activities conducted at the FFS, I have also begun to make organic
pesticides and herbicides that I sell on the local market
and in Nigeria.

Rural Entrepreneurs: Veritable Co-trainers in the
Family Farm School plus of Ngarum
In the North-West region of Cameroon, the entire chool system has been disturbed by
a political crisis since late November 2016. This crises also affected the FFS in the region. Nevertheless, some activities were maintained thanks to motivated trainers and
professionals: home visits, personalized monitoring of students and internships for students,
namely in the socio professional milieu of the
Ngarum FFS. During an evaluation visit, Mr
Nyako Ernest Nyanga shared his experience.
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This entrepreneur has been settled for over
eighteen years in the village; he produces tomatoes, cabbages, spices and potatoes in association with small livestock. He has been taking in
FFS students for internships since 2014. Mr
Nyanga is not worried about training more producers : as he explains to the students,
the more numerous and structured they are, the easier it will become to seize economic opportunities and to have a better bargaining power.
Mr Nyanga describes the FFS students as « different in behavior and more committed
to their training » than thos in other trainings. Namely, they ask a lot of questions !
Today, he has developed a strong relationship with the IFER and FFS students, and
many call on him for advice and guidance.

Mark your

calendars !
July
 Follow-up surveys of FFS and

IFER former students
 National seminar : representa-

tives of all FFS in Cameroon ;
financial, institutional and technical FFS partners
 Technical training : FFS trainers

(East and Littoral region)

August
 Pedagogical training for the FFS

trainers of each zone

Septembre
 School start in all the FFS in

Cameroon

Meanwhile in the other countries ...

Adults trained to make their own compost
at the Guehouo FFS

A day like no other for Congolese FFS

In the village of Guehouo, it was observed that much
of the organic waste, especially cocoa-pods residues,
were thrown out or burned. Following this, a training
on this theme was organised at the FFS at the end of
March. This evening course aimed at showing the
parents how to recycle cocoa waste and to reduce
their use of chemical fertilizers—as cocoa-pods residual are rich in potassium; 30 farmers, among whom
14 parents of FFS students, took part in this training.
It was a clear success. Participants expressed their
interest in discovering that something they had considered as waste before could actually be useful. Following this, three of them started making their own
compost on their farm.

On May 19th, the 4 FFS in Central Kongo were invited
by the Flemish Cooperation (VVOB) to take part to an
Open House day in Kisantu’s Botanic Garden, a few
days before the International Day for Biodiversity. This
meeting was intended to raise awareness on agricultural education and biodiversity, and in particular on the
« efficient management of soils ». The FFS students and
their trainers held a stand to present their schools and
the training; they brought for the occasion some of their
products to show and sell them. With the participation
of numerous companies and training centres that work
in agriculture field in Central Kongo, as well as potential future students, this event enables to reinforce FFS
visibility at local level.

The FFS Program is a rural education system providing vocational training to underprivileged youth aged 13 to 25. The goal is to help
them develop their skills and contribute to the economic development of their countries and communities.

